
SQLSoft+ Overview

Since 1988, over 5,600 businesses and
organizations have trusted SQLSoft+ to
deliver best practices IT training,
consulting, skills management, and
services.

At SQLSoft+, we recognize that agile organizations

are adept at quickly identifying and adopting

technology. They add value for their customers and

build a competitive advantage.

Our customers are among the most agile

organizations in the world, and they demand the

same of us. SQLSoft+ continually monitors the

technology landscape and positions itself squarely in the path of new technologies and new skills

management techniques. We utilize the technology we teach in our day-to-day business

processes -- and use this knowledge to provide increased value for our customers.

Throughout its existence, SQLSoft+ has committed to provide leadership in the crucial adoption

of technologies that create competitive advantage and business value through client consulting

and technical training leadership. We've executed on this commitment by establishing a company

culture which demands integration of People, Process, and Technology -- the result of which is a

company steeped in technical capabilities that can integrate new technologies readily and transfer

that knowledge effectively to our customers.

This approach has invariably led us to a series of “firsts”. Here is a partial list:
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ore Information

QLSoft+ Corporate Offices
750 112th Ave. NE
uite B-101
ellevue, WA 98004
hone: (425) 688-8977
ales: (800) 775-9905
ttp://www.SQLSoft.com

icrosoft Partner Solutions
enter - MPSC
5700 NE 39th Street
uilding 25
edmond, WA 98052
ront Desk: (425) 706-0025
egistration: (425) 688-8977
ttp://MPSC.SQLSoft.com

QLSoft+ Oregon
ornell West
500 NW Bethany Blvd
uite 285
eaverton, OR 97006
hone: (503) 645-2200
ales: (866) 775-7638
ttp://www.SQLSoft.com

QLSoft+ Consulting Group
oll-free: (800) 775.9905
hone: (425) 688-8977
ttp://consulting.sqlsoft.com
+ First Microsoft Learning Services Partner to be authorized to use the Microsoft

Assessment for Organizations tool

+ First training partner to be invited into the MPSC and to provide certification exam testing

on the Microsoft campus

+ First Gold level Microsoft Learning Services Partner in the Pacific Northwest

+ First and largest provider of training services on Microsoft’s Identity Integration Server.
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One of the ways SQLSoft+ has maintained its premier position as an IT skills provider has been
to stay abreast of the burgeoning use of Information Technologies in all organizations. To meet
this demand, SQLSoft+ has partnered with companies it considers to be best of breed in specific
technology areas that complement our own capabilities and to carefully integrate the relationships
of our broad range of service offering. This ensures that our customers are getting the best quality
training from experts and can move efficiently between various areas of IT expertise.

SQLSoft+ is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner for Learning Solutions, the first in the Northwest.
Gold requirements include higher levels of developer certification, deep real-world experience,
and customer reference projects independently verified by Microsoft. Our instructors average
more than 10 years of technical expertise and are available for comprehensive implementation
and development consulting as well as custom training engagements. All this ensures the training
you receive from us is of the highest quality.

Join the SQLSoft+ list of satisfied clients.

"I just wanted to let you know, that once again, SQLSoft has
outdone itself in putting together a world-class training course
for us here at Cancer Research & Biostatistics.

Each SQLSoft class has been customized and hand-tailored to
meet our particular business needs. Your instructors have
been first-class, always displaying complete knowledge of
subject matter and always possessing a high degree of real-
world experience "

- Ron Bredehoeft . Director of Applications Development

Training for 250+ Products
 Products
− Microsoft SQL Server
− Microsoft Visual Basic

− Project Management
− Security Software
− Oracle and Linux
− and 100s of other products


